
I have an 11x14 ft layout with two outer ovals and several thru sidings connecting the inner oval plus 

several dead-end sidings along the perimeter of the layout.  All track is Gargraves Phantom with O-72 

curves.  All switches are Ross Superline O-72 with DZ-1000 switch controls plus one pair of curved O-

72/O-96 Ross switches.  I also have two S-gage ovals inside the inner O-gage track.  A track modeling 

photo of the overall layout is shown below; each square is 1ft x 1ft.  My layout is admittedly very busy; 

however, it offers me a variety of train operation options.  The two blue ovals are my S-gage track; black 

track is all O-gage.  The two gray rectangles at top of image are support posts in my basement; the two 

larger gray rectangles in the middle of the layout are cutouts for accessing the inner areas of the layout.   

 

 

 

 

 



I recently acquired two elevated subway sets: MTH Lo-V and Lionel R-16.  I used my track modeling 

software to explore how I might add an elevated track layout to run these subway sets.  The layout that I 

have selected is shown below.  Each block in the image is 1ft x 1ft. 

 

The figure eight uses O-42 curves coupled with a pair of Ross O-54 switches.  At the top are two thru 

sidings switched via a pair of Ross O-54 switches and a pair of curved Ross O-54/O72 switches.  The 

horizontal length center rail to center rail is ~11.5 feet.  The vertical height in above image center rail to 

center rail is ~4 feet.   This is as compact as I could get with O-42 curves and O-54 switches.  This figure 

eight layout offers me the following: 

a. Running on the figure eight enables my subway sets to run continuously while automatically 

reversing direction with the two connecting Ross switches wired for non-derailing.   

b. The two thru sidings at top enable either one or two subway consists to stand down while 

operating a third one on the figure eight … or … I can run an oval thru line on either thru siding 

coupled with selecting the figure eight center Ross switches to “thru” position.   

Note that I considered a long grade to connect baseline layout with elevated layout.  However, even a 

3% grade would take 12+ horizontal feet to reach my target elevation of 8 inches.  Too much real estate 

so the elevated layout is independent of the baseline layout … which is accurate for an elevated transit 

rail system anyway. 

 

 

 

 



Next, I overlaid the new figure eight layout on my baseline layout and maneuvered it to an optimal 

orientation as shown below.  Orienting it diagonally across the baseline layout 1) breaks up the 

east/west/north/south lines of the baseline layout while 2) giving me some open spaces on the curved 

ends of the figure eight track to place my elevated layout supports between baseline tracks.   

 

 

Seeing how this ~12-foot-long figure eight layout spans the baseline track, I opted to go with making the 

elevated layout platform out of 5ft x 5ft Baltic Birch 12mm thick.  I want an open elevated platform like 

what real elevated platforms look like.  Cutting the figure eight ends out of one solid piece of Baltic Birch 

gives me the strength to span the various baseline track sections with ~5inch wide custom cut layout 

paths on the curved ends of the figure eight pattern.   

 

 

 

 



Next, I oriented my Gargraves track onto the 5ft-by-5ft Baltic Birch and screwed it down for scribing my 

elevated layout cutout lines as shown in following photo.  The scribe lines are penciled in and ready for 

saber saw cutting.  I made the cut lines are 2.5 inches from track center line for all track. 

 

Next, I removed all track and made the cuts with saber saw.  On left below is one of the two figure eight 

cutouts; on right is same cut out board with track and switches remounted again.  I did the same thing 

for the mirror image other end of the figure eight.  At the bottom of the below cutout are “attachment” 

pads that I glued onto the underside of the straight ends of the figure eight and the thru siding stubs.  I 

use these to add the center ~2ft long straight connectors that go between the figure eight ends.  Each 

figure eight end is ~5ft long.  The final length of the two straight connector pieces will be custom 

measured/cut once the two figure eight ends are mounted atop my baseline layout.   

   

 

 

 



Before placing the two figure eight ends atop my baseline layout, I did a functional check of my switches 

including the non-derailing track setup for the connecting O-54 switch pair in the middle of the figure 

eight to 1) make sure all operate as expected plus to place the DZ-1000 switches correctly for paired 

thru/turnout LED lights and switch positioning.  I’ll wire them as pairs so that one push of the button 

controller will throw the paired switches … three button controllers: one for each pair of switches.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



After doing that electrical work, it was time to mount the two figure eight ends atop the baseline layout.  

The photo below shows them temporarily placed upon my custom cut pillars with an ~2ft horizontal gap 

between the two figure eight ends.  The blue painters tape seen in the photo holds the switch leads out 

of harms way; I soldered 3ft 20 AWG solid wire leads to the delicate DZ-1000 switch wires to ensure 

sufficient length for snaking them to wiring terminal strips below the baseline table.   

 

For the support posts, I opted to go with 2-inch diameter dowel rod accompanied with rectangular 

pieces of leftover 12mm Baltic Birch.  I used a 2inch diameter forstner bit to machine a recess for the 2-

inch diameter dowels to press-fit into.  I opted to go with 8 inch height between baseline tabletop and 

top of the elevated layout.  I used single dowels/rectangular base/top for the 5inch wide sections and 

double dowels for the wider sections.  I located the dowel/rectangular top/bottom assemblies as best I 

could to 1) get uniform support for the elevated sections while 2) avoiding interference to trains running 

on the baseline level beside the 2-inch diameter dowels.  Then screwed the rectangular pieces to the 

baseline tabletop and to the elevated figure eight sections themselves.   

Here’s a photo taken from the other side of the table showing the O-54 Ross switches in place toward 

top and connecting the two figure eight sections.  These two O-54 switches establish the horizontal 

separation distance between the two figure eight sections.  Once established, then the other connecting 

flat Baltic Birch rectangular connecting section can be cut to the same length at bottom of photo.   

 

 

 



And finally, here are photos of the finished elevated layout after completing the two connecting 

sections, adding connecting track, and screwing all supporting dowel assemblies in place.  A black 

Menards truss bridge sits atop a 12mm thick x ~2ft long interconnecting section of Baltic Birch. 

 

 

           

 

 


